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Institutional framework

Research and Innovation Action (RIA) - Topic MG-8.4-
2017, “Improving accessibility, inclusive mobility and 
equity: new tools and business models for public 
transport in prioritised areas”

3-years: Oct 2017- Sept 2020 
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HiReach Study Regions
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Social and spatial layers
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Overall Workflow

MOBILITY NEEDS

SETTING THE PROBLEM 

Step 1 - Analyse Step 2 - Explore Step 3- Develop
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EXPLORING IDEAS DEVELOPING SOLUTIONS

• Analysis of spatial, demographic and socio-economic 
factors and trends in prioritized areas across Europe
• Exploring travel behavior and social habits of targeted 

groups
• Assessing travel demands
• Assessment of mobility needs and capabilities (incl. 

gender specificities) of targeted groups

• Assessment of the limits of current PT systems
• Identification of innovative organizational and 

operational frameworks for new mobility solutions and 
public transport business models
• Critical assessment of impacts on inclusive mobility 

and equity

• Development of new efficient, inclusive, affordable and 
accessible mobility solutions for vulnerable to exclusion 
groups
• Services and support activities to startups and 

entrepreneurs
• Testing and evaluation of new solutions
• Assessment of transferability and scaling-up

Sustainable and inclusive 
MOBILITY OPTIONS NEW MOBILITY SOLUTIONSchallenges barriers

Operators

Businesses  - Startups

Public authorities

Target groups - Users 

Take-Up Group

• Study areas
• Surveys and interviews
• Public consultation
• Focus groups

• Best practices
• Multidisciplinary workshop
• Focus groups

• Startup Lab
• Integration on EU transport startup

ecosystems
• Open access tools
• Tests

scale-up

We’ve just completed phase 2
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First step: Setting the problem

The work in study areas:

• Involvement of local communities and policy makers

• 47 interviews with local experts

• 23 Focus Group workshops in this 1st round, assembling 

166 participants

Micro analysis of mobility attitudes of vulnerable social groups via 
desk research and fieldwork activities
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Literature review

Transport poverty occurs when the transport system does not allow citizens to fulfill all their
mobility needs and people cannot reach “key services at reasonable cost, in reasonable time and
with reasonable ease”.

A working definition of transport poverty was developed by HiReach partners which include time
budget as a key pillar. Time budget is, as seen, contextual and relational and is not a mere reflex of
the amount of time required to perform a trip and is experienced differently across European
regions and vulnerable groups according to the perceived quality of travel.

An individual is transport poor if at least one of the following conditions apply:
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Identification of symptoms of transport poverty and their linkages

Some transport-related aspects impact differently in the selected vulnerable groups. For example,
for older people with less available income in retirement, who usually will have more time and less
money, travel costs become more important than travel time, leading to the choice of cheaper
alternatives that require longer travel times. Their value of travel time is comparatively lower.

Literature review

The role of ICT in the modifying dimension of travel time

The increasing use of mobile communication technologies and of connectivity is considered to
make public transport and the use of new forms of mobility more attractive and more productive.
They are enriching travel experience.

The young “digital natives” who grow up using these technologies as part of their daily life are
main users and beneficiaries of this technology allowing them to easily access real-time travel
information, download and store a ticket, etc.
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Some key conclusions

• Many users are trapped in a total dependence on cars. Mainly men use cars, which leaves
women with fewer opportunities and the ones which are more time consuming.

• Women mobility is seen as a family mobility issue (chauffeuring kids, grocery, etc). Older women
who enjoy socializing onboard have a comparatively lower value of travel time.

• Due to lower than average income and higher travel time, due to longer distances between
house and job locations, refugees are more prone to exclusion. They have also odd working hours
(nighttime and weekend), badly fitting into PT schedule.

• On a theoretical stance, confirmation that transport poverty is the product of concomitant
elements, hence a multi-layered phenomenon, which result from:
• Physical and mental condition and characteristics
• Social characteristics of the personal environment, household and family situation
• Spatial situation, especially including prices of housing
• The offered transportation services

• Further research questions: how would vulnerable group of users score in a Worthwhile Index?

First round of Focus Groups
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Second step: Exploring existing solutions

• Best practice identification of existing PT offer
• Multidisciplinary event in Brussels
• 13 Focus Group workshops in this 2nd round, 

assembling 106 participants

Identification of existing mobility options and legal, institutional 
and organizational frameworks

Survey about mobility routines and potential to 
change modes
Evaluation of the conditions under which they 
would start using new services that were 
handpicked for them
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Predictors of mobility change
Which reasons would lead vulnerable groups to change their mobility habits?



Second round of Focus Groups
Some key conclusions

• Refugees and migrants in case study areas heavily rely on public transport. They are
the target group that is more willing and open to immediately try new transport
solutions. This group is also the one with highest number of mobility needs currently
unmet.

• Elderly people prefer “traditional” transport services, which they can reserve by phone
and for which they can pay in cash immediately after the use. Trust plays a big role in
choosing a transport service. They like to know who is the driver when they are
sharing a vehicle and enjoy socializing while aboard. They are very concerned about
their personal safety. Most of the focus group participants were still very active and
use their cars.

• People living in rural and remote areas especially rely on fast transport modes, so that
they don´t spend too much time commuting and to have more time for daily social
needs. Their value of travel time is particularly high as they prefer to bear the costs of
having and maintaining a car to guarantee their autonomy and secure jobs.

• All in all, services that follow less conventional formats are not so welcome, especially
because they don’t offer a clear setup of obligations and passenger rights and some
require digital acquaintance to be used. Transfer-potential is higher in services that
offer a strong management role of public authorities. This is the case of TAD Catalonia,
which was the service that users would take-up more easily.
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See also our project booklet

Preliminary lessons
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Third step: Developing solutions

Pre-acceleration for ideas involving startups, innovative entrepreneurs and 
local communities

• 2 to 3 open software tools/APIs
• Integration with the European transport startup ecosystems
• Selection of 4 new inclusive mobility solutions for testing 
• Transferability of the proposed and tested solutions 

Explore and test new solutions based on the creative work of
startups, innovative entrepreneurs and local communities
Provide open source tools, guidance and support to developers
as well as testbeds for new inclusive mobility solutions
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HiReach Start-up Lab

Open call for selection of one accelerator

Open call for selection of 20-25 pilot cases
https://hireach-project.eu/content/opportunity-
get-involved

To guarantee future uptake, we wish to offer entrepreneurs real-life challenges and not artificial
problems. We welcome all institutions and organizations to reach us with problems they are dealing with
and that they don’t know or have the capacity to solve. We will give them the chance to have these
problems solved in the context of our StartUpLab.

A gamification tool is an example of a product aiming to alleviate the burden of waiting at bus stops and
boost public transport attractiveness. This can make an impact in one transport poverty dimension.

https://hireach-project.eu/content/opportunity-get-involved
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